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Genotype/phenotype correlations of NPHS1 and
NPHS2 mutations in nephrotic syndrome advocate a
functional inter-relationship in glomerular filtration
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Mutations of the novel renal glomerular genes NPHS1 and NPHS2 encoding nephrin and podocin cause two
types of severe nephrotic syndrome presenting in early life, Finnish type congenital nephrotic syndrome
(CNF) and a form of autosomal recessive familial focal segmental glomerulosclerosis (SRN1), respectively. To
investigate the mechanisms by which mutations might cause glomerular protein leak, we analysed NPHS1/NPHS2
genotype/phenotype relationships in 41 non-Finnish CNF patients, four patients with congenital (onset 0 to 3 months)
focal segmental glomerulosclerosis and five patients with possible SRN1 (onset 6 months to 2 years). We clarify
the range of NPHS1 mutations in CNF, detecting mutation ‘hot-spots’ within the NPHS1 coding sequence. In
addition, we describe a novel discordant CNF phenotype characterized by variable clinical severity, apparently
influenced by gender. Moreover, we provide evidence that CNF may be genetically heterogeneous by detection
of NPHS2 mutations in some CNF patients in whom NPHS1 mutations were not found. We confirm an overlap
in the NPHS1/NPHS2 mutation spectrum with the characterization of a unique di-genic inheritance of NPHS1
and NPHS2 mutations, which results in a ‘tri-allelic’ hit and appears to modify the phenotype from CNF to one
of congenital focal segmental glomerulosclerosis (FSGS). This may result from an epistatic gene interaction,
and provides a rare example of multiple allelic hits being able to modify an autosomal recessive disease
phenotype in humans. Our findings provide the first evidence for a functional inter-relationship between
NPHS1 and NPHS2 in human nephrotic disease, thus underscoring their critical role in the regulation of
glomerular filtration.

INTRODUCTION

Disruption of the normal permselective qualities of the renal
glomerulus leads to loss of essential plasma proteins into the
urine, which manifests in a clinical setting as nephrotic
syndrome. Although the protein leak may be caused by a
number of pathogenic mechanisms, the unifying feature is
dysfunction of the glomerular filtration barrier (GFB), the
principal structure within the glomerulus mediating protein
filtration. Which GFB structure ultimately maintains glomerular
permselectivity remains controversial, but mounting evidence
indicates that the primary cellular target for injury is the podocyte
with disruption of the actin cytoskeleton playing a key role (1).
Characteristic alterations in cell structure are seen, culminating
in detachment from the glomerular basement membrane and
apical displacement of slit diaphragms, modified adherens
junctions located between interdigitating podocyte foot
processes. Eventually, adhesion of cells to the denuded
glomerular basement membrane results in irreversible scarring,

obliteration of the urinary space and renal failure, the most
severe consequences of nephrotic disease (2).

The histological clues are supported by the recent identification
of a number of genes likely to be important regulators of podocyte
cell function. NPHS1, a 26 kb gene located on chromosome
19q13.1, was positionally cloned through linkage disequilibrium
analysis of Finnish patients with a rare condition known as Finnish
type congenital nephrotic syndrome (CNF) (3). Patients present
with massive proteinuria, often starting in utero and progress
to end stage renal failure by 2–3 years (4). Characteristic renal
histopathological changes are immature glomeruli, mesangial
cell hypercellularity and glomerular foot process fusion
together with pseudocystic dilatation of the proximal tubules
(5,6), and may mirror defective podocyte development (7). A
conclusive link between the NPHS1 gene and CNF was established
with the detection of two discreet NPHS1 mutations: Fin major
(nt121delCT) and Fin minor (R1109X) in >90% of Finnish
patients (3,8). Outside Finland, CNF constitutes the commonest
type of congenital nephrotic syndrome, but the exact incidence
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is unknown. Most cases emulate the classically severe clinical
phenotype seen in Finland, and a variety of NPHS1 mutations
distinct from Fin major and Fin minor have been detected
(9,10). However, an unexplored area remains the milder
disease phenotypes also seen, which include occasional
remission of proteinuria despite characteristic CNF renal
histology (11). Moreover, congenital nephrotic syndrome itself
represents a heterogeneous group of conditions (12), each
characterized by a different renal histology such as diffuse
mesangial sclerosis, sometimes associated with the Denys–Drash
syndrome and mutations of the WT1 gene (13), and focal
segmental glomerulosclerosis (FSGS). All are thought to
represent distinct entities despite the similarities in clinical
presentation to CNF (14,15).

NPHS1’s protein product nephrin is a single pass trans-
membrane protein consisting of eight extracellular class C2
immunoglobulin-like modules, a fibronectin type III-like motif
and a cytosolic C-terminal tail 157 amino acid residues in
length. It is an immunoglobulin superfamily member, and thus
likely to have diverse mechanisms of action within podocytes
such as cell surface recognition, involvement in immune
response and cellular signalling. A number of observations
support nephrin’s critical role in maintaining glomerular
permselectivity, for instance maximal expression is seen in
podocyte foot processes in the region of the slit diaphragms
(16) and nephrin knockout mice develop proteinuria in utero
and die within the first 24 h (17). Furthermore, a direct inter-
action between nephrin and CD2-associated protein, CD2AP, a
novel SH3-containing protein first characterized in murine T-cells
(18) has been reported, and CD2AP knockout mice develop
nephrotic syndrome and die of renal failure at 6 weeks of age
rather than immuno-insufficiency (19). Although the physio-
logical relevance of this interaction to human nephrotic disease
still requires confirmation, CD2AP may anchor nephrin to the
cytoskeleton and mediate nephrin–matrix interactions. CD2AP
and nephrin co-localize in both mouse and human kidney (20),
supporting an interactive role in maintaining the slit diaphragm
and podocyte subcellular architecture. There is also increasing
evidence that nephrin plays a wider role in the pathogenesis of
nephrotic syndrome beyond infancy, both from experimental
models of proteinuria (21–23) and studies of nephrin expression
in patients, where redistribution of nephrin on podocytes has
been observed in patients with primary acquired nephrotic
syndrome (24).

Positional cloning also recently identified another glomerular
gene associated with human nephrotic disease presenting in
early life. NPHS2 is located on chromosome 1q25–1q31 and
encodes podocin, a putative 42 kDa transmembrane protein
with sequence homology to the band-7 stomatin family (25).
Sequence analysis suggests that it consists of a single, short
transmembrane domain and cytosolic N- and C-terminal
domains. The C-terminal tail contains an SPFH domain (Pfam
entry: Band_7, accession no: PF1145), predicted to lie close to
the membrane-associated region (http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/).
Analogous to the NPHS1 gene and nephrin, expression of
NPHS2 in the kidney is confined to the podocyte. NPHS2 gene
mutations were originally detected in a very specific type of
autosomal recessive steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome,
SRN1, which presents between 3 months and 5 years of age,
and FSGS renal histology (25). In contrast to CNF, this is
characterized by lack of pseudo-cystic dilatation of the tubules,

focal and segmental sclerosis of the glomeruli, variable mesangial
cell proliferation and occasinal presence of immuno-reactants.
More recently, the NPHS2 gene has been excluded as candi-
date for familial steroid-sensitive nephrotic syndrome (26), but
there are two reports of NPHS2 mutations in apparently
sporadic childhood FSGS, occurring in 2/9 (27) and 9/40 (28)
patients, as well as one report of a homozygous NPHS2
missense mutation occurring FSGS with an onset in adult life
(29). So far, little is known about podocin’s role within the
podocyte, although evidence from Caenorhabditis elegans
suggests that this group of proteins homo-oligomerize and
form core components of membrane-associated proteolytic
complexes (reviewed in 30). In addition, recent data suggests
that podocin is able to bind nephrin either directly or indirectly,
and may augment nephrin-induced stimulation of mitogen-
activated protein kinases (31).

We examined genotype/phenotype correlations for the
NPHS1 and NPHS2 genes encoding the proteins nephrin and
podocin through mutational analysis of non-Finnish CNF
patients, including cases of atypically mild disease, congenital
FSGS and a group with SRN1-like disease. We expand the
CNF clinical spectrum to include mild nephrotic syndrome,
and importantly, redefine the mutation phenotype for NPHS2
by identifying mutations as a subsidiary cause of CNF. In
addition, we present data indicating co-existence of mutations
in both NPHS1 and NPHS2 appears to modify CNF to a
phenotype of congenital FSGS. This is the first described case
of multiple hits in unrelated genes apparently altering an
autosomal recessive renal disease phenotype in humans. Our
findings support a pivotal role for NPHS1 and NPHS2 in
regulating glomerular filtration and provide further evidence
for a functional inter-relationship between these two genes
within the podocyte.

RESULTS

NPHS1 analysis

CNF (n = 37). Twenty-three different mutations were detected
throughout the NPHS1 gene in 29 of 37 CNF cases analysed. Nine
were novel; the remainder had been previously reported (3,8–10).
All occurred in a homozygous or compound heterozygous
manner and affected exons 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18, 23, 24,
26, 27, intronic splicing regions and the promotor (summarized
in Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 1A–C). Isolated heterozygous
mutations were not found in association with a CNF pheno-
type. Thirteen patients (11 families) originated from Malta,
and partial haplotype analysis using highly informative
markers was suggestive of a founder effect (data not shown), an
observation supported by detection of the same homozygous
exon 27 R1160X nonsense mutation in all Maltese cases.
R1160X was also detected in CNF cases of Asian origin, but
associated with a different allele. Analysis of Maltese cases 86,
87, 88 and 89 (Table 2) was not possible, although these were
predicted to have homozygous R1160X mutations on the basis
of a clinical history, family history and the detection of a
carrier status in both parents. Heterozygous R1160X changes
were present in all parents, the phenotypically normal sister of
case 81, and in 1 of 44 Maltese control chromosomes and
exclusively associated with a normal phenotype. An nt2335-1
(G→A) exon 18 splicing mutation was the commonest mutation
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in patients of English origin (Fig. 1A). We also document the
first occurrence of Fin minor (R1109X) outside Finland, in a
Turkish patient with no demonstrable Finnish ancestry. All
NPHS1 mutations resulted in a consistently severe CNF
phenotype, regardless of location or predicted effect on the
protein except for the homozygous R1160X mutation
(Fig. 1B), which was associated with mild CNF disease in
∼50% of cases, the majority female (Table 2). NPHS1 mutations
were not detected in eight CNF cases, five with severe and
three with atypically mild CNF.

Congenital FSGS (n = 4). NPHS1 mutations were detected in all
cases (Table 3). Case 39 had a homozygous nt2335-1(G→A)
exon 18 splicing mutation, also identified in CNF (case 65,

Table 1, and also reported in compound heterozygotes,
reference 8, also this series). Cases 23 and 24 (siblings) had
heterozygous N188I missense mutations, detected in one
maternal allele but absent in 122 Asian, 100 Caucasian and
40 Maltese control chromosomes. The fourth, case 49, had a
heterozygous intronic mutation nt1930+11(c→a), predicted to
activate a cryptic intronic splice site. This was detected in one
maternal allele, but absent in 222 control chromosomes. These
changes were not detected in association with existing
homozygous or compound heterozygous NPHS1 mutations.

SRN1-like early onset FSGS (n = 5). No NPHS1 mutations
were detected in exons 1–29, adjacent introns or the promotor.

Table 1. NPHS1 mutations detected (excluding R1160X) in classically severe CNF (17/29 patients)

aNovel mutations; other mutations have been described previously.
Hom, homozygous mutation; comp het, compound heterozygous mutation; del, deletion; ins, insertion.

Patient Origins Exon Nucleotide change Effect on coding Effect on protein Mutation status

Frameshift mutations

50 Middle East 10a nt1291 (insA) Frameshift Truncation Hom

4 England 24 nt3250 (insG) Frameshift Truncation Comp het

5 England 6 nt661 (delAG) Frameshift Truncation Comp het

7 Pakistan 6 nt603 (delCACCC Tyr205, Pro206 Del T,P,R Hom

CGG (ins TT) Arg207→Ile205 Ins I

Non-frameshift mutations and insertions

6 Middle East 4 nt514 (del ACC) del Thr 172 Del Thr Hom

Nonsense mutations

8 Turkey 26 nt3325 (C→T) R1109X Truncation (Fin minor) Hom

Splicing mutations

73 England 14a nt1905 (C→T) Exon 14 alternative
splice donor site?

Aberrant splicing Comp het

25 England 18 nt2335-1 (G→A) Exon 18-1(G→A) Aberrant splicing Comp het

32 England 18 nt2335-1 (G→A) Exon 18-1(G→A) Aberrant splicing Comp het

47 England 18 nt2335-1 (G→A) Exon 18-1(G→A) Aberrant splicing Comp het

65 England 18 nt2335-1 (G→A) Exon 18-1(G→A) Aberrant splicing Hom

2 England 23a nt2335-1 (A→T) Exon 23 donor Aberrant splicing Comp het

4 England 27 nt3482 (G→T) Exon 27 donor Aberrant splicing Comp het

5 England 27 nt3482 (G→T) Exon 27 donor Aberrant splicing Comp het

Missense mutations

9 England/India 7a nt791 (C→G) P264R Arg268→Pro Comp het

47 England 7 nt808 (G→T) G270C Gly270→Cys Comp het

10 India 9 nt1099 (C→T) R367C Arg367→Cys Hom

9 England/India 11a nt1337 (T→A) I446N Ile446→Asn Comp het

11 India 11 nt1379 (G→A) R460Q Arg460→Glu Hom

25 England 14 nt1868 (G→T) C623F Cys623→Phe Comp het

20 India 14a nt1927 (T→C) L643P Leu643→Pro Hom

2 England 17 nt2227 (C→T) R743C Arg743→Cys Comp het

62 India 18 nt2404 (C→T) R802W Arg802→Trp Hom

Promoter

32 England Promoter nt340 (G→C) Comp het

73 England Promoter nt340 (G→C) Comp het
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This included a patient previously described as having a
heterozygous R138Q NPHS2 mutation (family 4; 21).

NPHS2 analysis

CNF and no NPHS1 mutation (n = 8: 5 severe, 3 atypically
mild CNF). A novel homozygous frameshift nt(465/6) ins T in
exon 4, and a homozygous R138Q missense mutation in exon
3 previously described in association with SRN1 (25) were
detected in two cases of severe CNF (Table 4). No mutations
were found in atypically mild CNF.
Congenital FSGS (n = 4). NPHS2 mutations were detected in
all four cases of congenital FSGS in conjunction with NPHS1
mutations, described in Table 2. Case 39 had a heterozygous
R229Q missense mutation absent in 120 control chromosomes,
but previously detected as a homozygous event in association
with adult onset FSGS (29). Cases 23 and 24 had a novel
homozygous nt436delA frameshift in exon 3, and case 49 had
the homozygous R138Q mutation previously described in
connection with SRN1.

CNF with pre-determined NPHS1 mutations (n = 29). To
clarify the extent of the NPHS1/NPHS2 mutation phenotype
overlap, CNF cases with pre-determined homozygous and

compound heterozygous NPHS1 mutations (described in
Tables 1 and 2) were also screened for NPHS2 mutations. Only
two, cases 25 and 32 had heterozygous R229Q NPHS2
missense mutations detected in association with NPHS1
compound heterozygous mutations. Of note, NPHS2 mutations
were not identified in case 65 (CNF, Table 1), with the same
homozygous nt2335-1(G→A) NPHS1 splicing mutation
detected in case 49 (congenital FSGS, Table 3). This may
represent a further overlap in the NPHS1/NPHS2 mutation
spectrum. Alternatively, cases 25 and 32 were born at 35 weeks
gestation and underwent renal biopsy in the immediate post-natal
period rather than at 3 months. Renal histology was non-
specific, and features of FSGS may not have yet developed.
NPHS2 mutations were not detected in cases of severe CNF
due to homozygous R1160X mutations, virtually excluding
concurrent mutations in NPHS2 as a cause for the discordant
phenotype observed.

SRN1-like early onset FSGS (n = 5). Despite the phenotypic
similarity with SRN1, only one mutation was detected, a
heterozygous R138Q missense mutation in a case of familial
early onset FSGS, previously reported as family 4 (25) with no
mutation detected in the other allele.

Table 2. R1160X NPHS1 mutation in CNF [nt 3478(C→T)]

Nt, normotensive.
aPlasma albumin concentration in mg/dl.
bPlasma creatinine.

Patient Ethnic
origin

Sex Family
history

Features at presentation Clinical status and age at last follow-up Mutation
status

Albumina Histology

Classically severe CNF (n = 6)

80 India M No 6 CNF Died aged 6 months, diagnosis confirmed on postmortem Hom

81 Malta M No 11 CNF Renal transplant aged 18 months, 12 years alive and well Hom

82 Malta F Yes: 83 13 CNF Dialysis aged 4 years, failed transplant Hom

83 Malta M Yes: 82 8 CNF Died post transplant aged 6 years Hom

84 Malta M No 11 – Severe nephrotic syndrome at 15 months Hom

85 India M No 15 CNF Died aged 1 month, diagnosis confirmed on postmortem Hom

Patients with a clinical diagnosis of classically severe CNF, mutations status not determined, but both parents heterozygous for R1160X (n = 4)

86 Malta M Yes: 92 – CNF Died aged 3 months –

87 Malta M Yes: 88 – CNF Died aged 5 years –

88 Malta M Yes: 87 – – Died aged 2 months –

89 Malta M Yes: 94 – CNF Died aged 21 months –

Atypically mild CNF (n=6)

26 Bangladesh F Yes 4 CNF Aged 7 years; mild proteinuria, alb, 35; creatb 40, Nt. Hom

90 Malta F No 12 CNF Aged 11 years; remission, alb, 34; creat, Nt. Hom

91 Malta F No 15 CNF Aged 5 years; mild proteinuria; alb, 29; creat 35, Nt. Hom

92 Malta F Yes: 86 – – Aged 19 years; mild proteinurea; alb, 34; creat, 50, Nt. Hom

93 Malta F No 13 – Aged 5 years, remission; alb, 39; creat, 42, Nt. Hom

94 Malta M Yes: 89 13 – Aged 8 years, mild proteinuria; alb, 29; creat, 40, Nt. Hom
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DISCUSSION

This study confirms the pivotal roles the NPHS1 and NPHS2
genes play in renal glomerular filtration and more importantly,
provides further direct evidence of a potential functional
relationship between them within the podocyte. A number of
key conclusions can be made. Firstly, our results demonstrate
that with the exception of the R1160X nonsense mutation,
NPHS1 mutations cause a severe CNF phenotype in non-Finnish
patients, regardless of location or predicted effect on the
nephrin protein. Moreover, NPHS1 mutations are distributed
throughout the gene (Fig. 2), emphasizing a functional requirement

for both extracellular and intracellular domains. Compilation
of our results with those in the literature (3,8–10), results in a
total of 59 unique NPHS1 mutations detected in CNF and
congenital FSGS to date, of which two lie within the promotor
region. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of the 57 mutations
within the coding region. These cluster in immunoglobulin
domains two, four and seven, which gives a focus for diag-
nostic tests. To date, missense mutations are all located within
the extracellular domain. They account for just >50% of all
mutations detected, and ∼66% of the mutations found within
immunoglobulin domain ‘hot spots’ (Fig. 2), suggesting that

Figure 1. (A) Exon 18 NPHS1 splicing mutation (nt2335-1G→A) found in association with CNF and congenital FSGS. (B) R1160X, the exon 27 nonsense
mutation associated with a discordant CNF phenotype. (C) NPHS2 missense mutation R138Q associated with CNF and congenital FSGS.

Table 3. NPHS1 and NPHS2 mutation phenotype in congenital FSGS (n = 4)

Patient Origin Family
history

Exon Nucleotide
change

NPHS1 mutation NPHS2 mutation

Effect on
coding
sequence

Effect on
protein

Mutation
status

Exon Nucleotide
change

Effect on
coding
sequence

Effect on
protein

Mutation
status

39 England No 18 2335-1
G→A

Exon 18-1
G→A

Aberrant
splicing

Hom 5 623G→A R229Q Arg279Glu Het

23,24 India Yes 5 563
A→T

N188Ia Asn188Ile Het 3 (436)delAa Frameshift Truncation Hom

49 England No 14 1930+11
(gccccgg→
gcccagg)

nt1930+11
(c→a)a

Cryptic
splice-site
activation

Het 3 413 G→A R138Q Arg138Glu Hom

Table 4. NPHS2 mutations phenotype in classically severe CNF

a Novel mutation.

Patient Origin Exon Nucleotide change Effect on coding
sequence

Effect on protein Mutation status

54 England 3 413 G→A R138Q Arg138Glu Hom

15 Turkey 4 nt(465/6)insTa Frameshift Truncation Hom
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these represent functionally important areas. In the absence of
a suitable system able to confirm the pathogenicity of missense
mutations in vivo, these must remain speculative. However,
expression of nephrin is abnormal in podocyte cell lines
cultured from some of the CNF patients with missense mutations
in this study (Moin Saleem, unpublished data), and all putative
missense mutations detected result in non-conservative amino
acid substitutions. Eighty-one percent are predicted to be
deleterious by SIFT analysis (http://www.blocks.fhcrc.org/
∼pauline/SIFT.html) which is based on their location in highly
conserved regions of the nephrin protein. Many of the putative
missense mutations target charged residues such as arginine,
and hydrophobic amino acids such as leucine and isoleucine,
and are likely to produce significant alterations in protein
conformation. Others target cysteine residues, introducing the
potential for disruption or novel formation of di-sulphide
bridges. Furthermore, there is in vitro evidence to suggest that
nephrin is a highly flexible protein, readily able to change
conformation (32), and that ∼75% of NPHS1 missense muta-
tions may result in misfolding of the nephrin protein, with the
mutants becoming trapped in the endoplasmic reticulum and
failing to express at the plasma membrane (33). This is similar
to the effect of Fin major and Fin minor mutations in Finnish
CNF patients, which create defective, unstable nonsense
proteins failing to express in podocytes (8). An unexplored
area remains location of ligand binding to the extracellular
domains, which again could become disrupted by the introduc-
tion of a point mutation. Of note, the promotor mutation iden-
tified within this study was not detected in normal controls,
and preliminary analysis suggests that this mutation lies within

a novel transcription factor binding site, altering protein
binding on gel shift assay (unpublished data).

Fin major and Fin minor, the prototypic mutations originally
detected in Finnish patients, are rare in non-Scandinavian
populations. The wide variety of different mutations detected
in non-Finns are likely to be de novo events, especially when
the ethnic diversity of the test populations is taken into
account. Some populations may exhibit a founder effect, such
as that detected within our series in Malta for R1160X, which
facilitates the planning of diagnostic tests. Intriguingly, one
Turkish CNF patient originating from Anatolia had a
homozygous Fin minor mutation (R1109X) only detected in a
small subset of Finnish patients. The apparent ethnic diversity
of these populations implies an independent event rather
migratory influence, and Fin minor has not been detected in
other Turkish patients. However, the possibility of a common
ancestor exists, as there is a significant contribution of Central
Asian genes to the genetic makeup of both Finns and Turks
from Anatolia (34), with significant population admixture
between Hungarians, Slavs, Finns, Turks and Iranians (35).
R1160X, a specific exon 27 nonsense mutation resulted in an
unexpectedly mild CNF phenotype in ∼50% of cases, and this
appeared to be influenced by gender as the majority of the
mildly affected cases were female. Although anecdotal reports
have documented mild congenital nephrotic syndrome pheno-
types in the past, we provide the first conclusive link that these
form part of the CNF clinical spectrum. The discordant pheno-
type associated with R1160X does not appear to be population
specific as cases originated from Malta, Bangladesh and India
and were associated with different alleles on partial haplotype
analysis. Furthermore, there were no differences in clinical

Figure 2. Distribution of unique NPHS1 mutations detected within the coding sequence (n = 57) to date showing mutation ‘hot-spots’ and location of mutations in
congenital FSGS.
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presentation, as all cases were normotensive, and initially, had
normal renal function. In addition, there are no histological
clues as mild cases also demonstrated typical CNF histology
with microcystic dilatation and typical foot process fusion on
electron microscopy. Mild disease has been thought to result
from a response to anti-proteinuric drugs (8,36), and recent
data suggest a link between anti-proteinuric drugs and rescue
of down-regulated NPHS1 mRNA and diminished glomerular
nephrin expression in progressive renal injury in passive
Heyman Nephritis (37). However, the use of anti-proteinuric
agents is commonplace in the management of CNF in humans
(38,39), slowing the rate of clinical deterioration, but rarely
correlating with a favourable long-term outcome. Of note, two
of the mild CNF cases analysed (91 and 92), did not receive
anti-proteinuric drugs, and these agents were stopped in the
remainder once it was apparent that the clinical status was
improving. The majority of severely affected individuals were
male and those mildly affected, female (Table 2). This was true
both inter- and intra-family; for example patients 86 (male,
severely affected) and 92 (female, mildly affected) were
siblings, and patient 26 who has mild disease whereas her four
brothers died in infancy. Interestingly, the original case
reported with the R1160X mutation was also female with mild
disease (9,36). The apparent influence on phenotype by gender
in non-X-linked conditions is rare, but has been described with
a classic example being autosomal recessive limb-girdle
muscular dystrophy (40), where various as yet unsuccessful
strategies have been used to identify the modifiers and/or
epigenetic phenomena responsible. At a molecular level, the
R1160X mutation results in truncation of the nephrin protein
downstream of the last amino acid residue in exon 27. In
contrast to Fin minor (exon 26) (9), glomerular nephrin expression
in the glomeruli of patients carrying this mutation, regardless
of severity in clinical phenotype (Fig. 3), suggesting that the
nephrin protein remains normally distributed within the cell.
Of note, other exon 27 mutations, even when situated in the
immediate vicinity of R1160X, result in a severe CNF phenotype,
but there are very few cases reported as yet.

Emerging data on nephrin’s potential binding partners such
as CD2AP (18,41) and podocin (31) underline the functional
importance of the distal C-terminal cytosolic tail, and the key
role it may play in protein–protein interactions. In view of a
possible functional link between NPHS1 and NPHS2, we
tested whether the phenotypic variability associated with
R1160X resulted from co-inheritance of a mutant allele within
the NPHS2 gene. However, NPHS2 gene mutations were not
detected, implying that NPHS2 gene mutations are not
modulators of the severity of the CNF phenotype, at least in
these individuals. CNF cases which lacked NPHS1 mutations
were screened for NPHS2 mutations. Renal histology was
consistent with CNF, with no clinical or histological indicators
suggestive of SRN1. Two of five typically severe CNF
patients lacking NPHS1 mutations had homozygous NPHS2
mutations (Table 4), a novel frameshift mutation in exon 4, and
a missense mutation R138Q, located in a mutation ‘hot spot’
for SRN1 (25). These findings support the genetic hetero-
geneity of CNF, which is further endorsed by the lack of muta-
tions in the remaining three patients with typically severe
disease, and emphasise the importance of screening for both
NPHS1 and NPHS2 mutations in CNF, especially when no
NPHS1 mutation is apparent. The role of other glomerular

genes with clearly demonstrable links to nephrotic disease
such as NPHS1, encoding a novel slit diaphragm protein
homologous to nephrin (42) remains unexplored.

The ability of NPHS1 and NPHS2 mutations to both result in
CNF provided evidence for a functional link between the two
genes. This was examined further by mutational analysis of
patients with congenital FSGS, a congenital nephrotic
syndrome traditionally distinct from CNF based on differences
in renal histology (Table 5). Cases lacked pseudocystic
dilatation of the proximal tubules and developed distinctive
focal and segmental sclerotic lesions within the glomeruli,
which differed from the global sclerosis sometimes seen in the

Figure 3. Nephrin protein expression associated with the R1160X mutation
(A) Severe CNF phenotype. (B) Normal control.
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later stages of CNF. Co-existence of NPHS1 and NPHS2
mutations was detected in all congenital FSGS patients tested
(Table 3), providing corroborative evidence of a functional
relationship between these two genes. It appears that in order to
produce a congenital FSGS phenotype, a di-genic inheritance of
NPHS1 and NPHS2 mutations resulting in a tri-allelic hit
required, i.e. mutation hits occurred as a homozygous event in
one gene, with the third mutation acting as a modifier in the
other. Parents who were compound heterozygote carriers of the
respective NPHS1 and NPHS2 mutations were phenotypically
normal. All changes were absent in normal control and were
not detected in conjunction with a third NPHS1/NPHS2 muta-
tion in the remaining allele. The NPHS1 N188I missense
mutation potentially disrupted an N-glycosylation site, a
mechanism shown in transfected cells to play a crucial role in
the correct localization of nephrin to the plasma membrane
(43). The effects of cryptic splice site activation are well
described (44), and the C→A mutation introducing a putative
cryptic splice site was located in the exon 14 splice donor site, a
site already predicted to participate in alternative splicing (http://
genome.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetGene2/). Both NPHS2 missense
mutations lay within the SPFH functional domain. Di-genic
inheritance resulting in three disease alleles occurs in other
autosomal recessive conditions, but generally the phenotype
does not change or improves (45–47). In addition, trans-hetero-
zygous mutations can affect the alleles of two different genes
to produce an autosomal dominant phenotype, such as in poly-
cystic kidney disease (48,49) and Hirschsprung’s disease (50).
The importance of an additional disease allele in congenital
FSGS is underscored by the finding that straightforward bi-allelic
hit in either NPHS1 or NPHS2 appears to result in CNF,
suggesting that this extra event may act as a modifier of disease
expression, and could represent a form of genetic epistasis.
Moreover, in view of the overlap in mutation phenotype
between CNF and congenital FSGS, it may be that these disorders
should be regarded more as part of a spectrum, with the
resulting disease phenotype partially determined by the genetic
background of the patient. A similar phenomenon is seen with
mutations of the Wilms’ tumour gene, WT1 in Frasier and
Denys–Drash syndromes (51,52), where the recent generation
of specific mouse mutants has greatly advanced our under-
standing of the underlying molecular mechanisms (53).
However, apart from the molecular implications, these findings
emphasize the importance of screening cases of congenital
nephrotic syndrome with a diagnosis compatible with CNF or
FSGS for mutations in both NPHS1 and NPHS2 genes. The
lack of NPHS2 mutations in the SRN1-like group was
surprising, but confirms the genetic diversity of FSGS despite
the uniformities in clinical presentation and renal histology.
Only one heterozygous R138Q NPHS2 mutation was detected,
in a previously reported case of SRN1 (25), providing further
supporting evidence that the tri-allelic inheritance is a phenom-
enon specific to congenital FSGS.

In conclusion, genotype/phenotype correlation of NPHS1/
nephrin mutations indicates that the majority result in a severe
congenital nephrotic syndrome, and that intact extracellular
and cytosolic domains are required. Furthermore, immuno-
globulin domains 2, 4 and 7 are likely to be particularly important
for gene function and form a target for diagnostic tests.
Moreover, a specific nonsense mutation within the cytosolic
tail is associated with a variably severe clinical phenotype,

apparently influenced by gender. This remains unexplained but
might result from the co-inheritance of a disease allele in another
gene, or compensation by a genetic or other determinant, such as
through functional redundancy. We ascertain that a diagnosis
of CNF can result from both NPHS1 and NPHS2 mutations,
and that a molecular diagnosis of congenital nephrotic
syndrome should incorporate mutational analysis of both
genes. We identify a specific di-genic inheritance, resulting in
three variant alleles associated with an apparent modification
of the disease phenotype from CNF to congenital FSGS. Our
data provide further evidence of a functional inter-relationship
between nephrin and podocin and underscores the critical role
these genes play in regulating glomerular protein filtration and
in the pathogenesis of proteinuria. These findings, together
with the overlap in mutation phenotype with other forms of
FSGS, clearly substantiate a wider functional role for nephrin
and podocin reaching outside congenital nephrotic disease.
Our data provides the basis for a hypothesis that nephrin and
podocin may form part of a multimeric complex activating or
residing within intracellular pathways essential for podocyte
function and slit diaphragm integrity, supported by recent
co-immunoprecipitation data (31). We would predict that
NPHS1 and NPHS2 are important mediators of the typical
podocyte dysfunction seen universally in nephrotic disease. In
addition, these findings can be added to a growing body of data
(54), which demonstrates that inheritance of different alleles at
independent genetic loci may contribute to disease phenotype.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient selection and control material

Fifty patients were studied in total. Forty-one had CNF, four
congenital FSGS and five an early onset FSGS compatible
with SRN1. A distinction between congenital FSGS and SRN1
was made on the basis that congenital FSGS presented within
the first 2 months of life, rather than between 3 months and
5 years, and was not always clearly familial. The study had
ethical approval awarded by the Institute of Child Health
Research Ethics committee (number 99MM05) and informed
consent was obtained from individuals. Diagnosis of congenital
nephrotic syndrome was based on a typical clinical history of
prematurity, placental weight >25% of infant birth weight, and
onset of proteinuria and nephrotic syndrome between birth
and 2–3 months of age. Cases were normotensive at presentation,
with normal renal function. Some had a positive family
history, but the majority were sporadic. Diagnosis of an early
onset nephrotic syndrome was made if presentation was
between 6 months and 2 years of age. Since all five cases
studied had FSGS renal histology, they were classified as
possible SRN1. Diagnosis was confirmed by renal biopsy or
postmortem in 44 of the 50 cases using histological criteria
listed in Table 5. Renal histology was reviewed predominately
by one key pathologist, and that thought to represent congenital
FSGS was independently examined at two centres. Within the
CNF group, 28 of 37 cases screened had classically severe
nephrotic disease, the remainder atypically mild disease. The
two groups appeared clinically indistinguishable for the first
year of life, and there were no consistent differences in medical
management to account for a difference in outcome, as anti-
proteinuric agents did not prevent disease progression in this
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series. Congenital FSGS and SRN1-like cases all had severe
disease and progressed to chronic renal failure by 5 years. Fifty
European and North American, 61 Asian and 22 Maltese
normal controls were also analysed.

DNA extraction

Genomic DNA was extracted by standard phenol/chloroform
methodology or using a QIAmp Tissue extraction Kit (Qiagen).

Mutational screening

NPHS1 exons 1–29, adjacent introns and the promotor region,
and NPHS2 exons 1–8 with adjacent introns were analysed.
DNA (30–60 ng) was used for PCR in a total volume of 25 µl
containing DNA, 1× NH4 buffer (Bioline), 0.2 mM nucleotides
(Pharmacia), 100–200 ng primers [as previously published for
NPHS1 (9) and NPHS2 (25)] and 0.5 U DNA polymerase
(Bioline). Betane (0.2 M) was used as a co-solvent for the
amplification of GC-rich regions. Thirty to thirty-five cycles of
PCR amplification were performed on a Robocycler (Stratagene)
with annealing temperatures ranging between 50 and 60°C,
depending on primer Tm. PCR products were visualized on a
1.5–2% agarose gel against a 1 kb ladder (Gibco BRL). Ten to
twenty microlitres of product was then purified from a 1.5%
NuSieve® GTG® agarose gel (FMC products) using a
QIAquick Gel extraction kit (Qiagen). Two to four microlitres of
purified product was cycle sequenced using ThermoSequenase
dye terminators (Amersham Life Science). Sequences were
analysed on an ABI 377 automated sequencer (Perkin Elmer),
and mutations confirmed by restriction enzyme digest, parental
analysis and absence in normal controls.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

Recently, further evidence for a nephrin–podocin complex was
provided by Schwartz et al. (55).
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